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Is a “Climate Lockdown” on the
horizon?

If and when the powers-that-be decide to 
move on from their pandemic narrative, 
lockdowns won’t be going anywhere. 
Instead it looks like they’ll be rebranded as
“climate lockdowns”, and either enforced 
or simply held threateningly over the 
public’s head.

At least, according to an article written by 
an employee of the WHO, and published 
by a mega-coporate think-tank.

Let’s dive right in. Pg 7-9

Did Your 'Jab' Come from Convicted Felons?

Would you be comfortable inviting a convicted sex offender to babysit
your 8 year-old daughter for the evening? I know what you’re 
thinking, “That’s preposterous, what a ridiculous question! Who in 
their right mind would ever consider such nonsense?”

I agree, it does sound crazy. But think about this. Pg 1-2

A Sinister Agenda Behind
California Water Crisis?

In recent months a crisis situation in the 
USA food supply has been growing and is 
about to assume alarming dimensions that 
could become catastrophic. Atop the 
existing corona pandemic lockdowns and 
unemployment, a looming agriculture 
crisis as well could tip inflation measures 
to cause a financial crisis as interest rates 
rise. The ingredients are many, but central 
is a severe drought in key growing states 
of the Dakotas and Southwest, including 
agriculture-intensive California. So far 
Washington has done disturbingly little to 
address the crisis and California Water 
Board officials have been making the 
crisis far worse by draining the state water 
reservoirs…into the ocean. Pg 9-12

Additional Articles
Israeli Torture of Palestinian 
Detainees: Pg 12-14

The Myth of “Anti-Semitic 
Violence”: Pg 14-20

An Garda Siochana And Individual Rights

Even the grovelling apologists for Ireland’s army of Neanderthals, 
known as An Garda Siochana, are struggling to find justification this 
week for the severe lack of professionalism and downright illegal 
behaviour that has been on display.
In a week when the sell-outs of the nation’s one-party, Marxist 
parliament voted to extend emergency legislation 
(https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/oireachtas/covid-19-emergency-public-
health-powers-extended-until-november-1.4582488), thereby presenting the 
force with a continuation of unchecked, unbridled power to terrorize a 
docile population, the Yellow Streak Brigade, true to form, showed 
contempt and disdain for the citizens that pay their salaries - harassing,
bullying and assaulting. Pg 2-4

Wuhan Lab Upheld as Source of COVID-19:
China as a Target. Corrupt Political Circus on

Behalf of Super-Rich

The commercial media is full of reports about the possibility that the 
COVID19 virus was released from a laboratory in Wuhan, China and 
the Republican Party is using this unfounded accusation as a means to 
further its anti-China agenda. Pg 5-7
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Did Your 'Jab'
Come from

Convicted Felons?
Source:

http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/feat
ured-articles/2021/june/10/did-your-

jab-come-from-convicted-felons/

By Jeff Harris

Way back in 2009 Pfizer Inc. 
which is one of the four 
manufacturers of the not-yet-
approved-by-the-FDA 
experimental therapy called a 
“vaccine” was convicted by the 
United States Department of 
Justice (DOJ) for fraud resulting 
in the largest settlement in the 
agencies history at that time. 
Here’s the headline from the 
DOJ’s website 
(https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice
-department-announces-largest-health-
care-fraud-settlement-its-history) 
dated September 2, 2009:

Justice Department Announces
Largest health Care Fraud 
Settlement in its History
Pfizer to Pay $2.3 Billion for 
Fraudulent Marketing

The case included Pfizer’s 
subsidiaries Pharmacia & 
Upjohn Company, Inc. Turns out
this bunch of criminals 
admitted to “...the intent to 
defraud or mislead.” They were 
promoting an anti-inflammatory 
drug, Bextra, for uses not 
approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). The FDA
had previously declined Pfizer’s 
attempt to approve the drug for 
other uses over safety concerns.

But that didn’t stop Pfizer! Oh 
no, the safety of human beings 
couldn’t stand in the way of 
increased profits. This is from 
the DOJ press release:

“...the company illegally
promoted four drugs-Bextra;

Geodon, an anti-psychotic drug;
Zyvox, an antibiotic; and Lycria,

an anti-epileptic drug-and
caused false claims to be

submitted to government health
care programs for uses that

were not medically accepted..."

But there’s more...

The good folks at Pfizer paid the
DOJ a fine of $668 Million to, 
“...resolve allegations that 
Pfizer paid kickbacks to health 
care providers to induce them to
prescribe these, as well as other,
drugs.”

See how this works? You get 
caught red handed committing
fraud and paying kickbacks, 
putting innocent people’s lives 
at risk and what happens? You
simply cop a plea deal with the
Feds, pay them off, and you’re 
back in business! Did anyone 
go to jail for the massive fraud
and deceit that possibly put 
consumer’s lives at risk? Not 
that I can find. Does this sound
like justice to you? Maybe the 
DOJ should be renamed the 
Department of Payoffs (DOP)?

Fast Forward to 2021

Now the good folks at Pfizer are 
furiously churning out tens of 
millions of “vaccine” doses to 
fight Covid. Think about this: 

NO independent studies have 
been performed to attest to the 
safety or efficacy of Pfizer’s 
Covid “vaccine”. There simply 
hasn’t been enough time to 
follow the normal safety 
protocols designed to protect 
patients from unintended health 
consequences. They’ve been 
given complete immunity by 
Uncle Sam from any litigation 
for this unproven, experimental 
“vaccine”.

The FDA relied on Pfizer’s own 
studies, with no independent 
verification, claiming they are 
safe and effective to approve 
them under the Emergency Use 
Authorization. Remember, 
these are the very same people 
who less than 12 years ago 
were convicted for fraud and 
deceit paying the largest fine 
in the DOJ’s history at that 
time for their admitted 
criminal actions.

For everyone who’s considering 
taking Pfizer’s Covid jab it may 
be helpful to recall these words 
from the DOJ’s September 2, 
2009 press release:

“...and caused false claims to be
submitted to government health

care programs.”

Would you bet your life 
they’ve changed their ways? 
According to the CDC over 
5,000 Americans’ have already 
died and tens of thousands 
more have had serious adverse
reactions from the “vaccine”. 
And all the “vaccine” 
manufacturers have full and 
complete immunity while they 
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use unsuspecting citizens 
across the globe as their 
experimental lab rats!

(TCTT editor note: Worth
remebering that only around
10% of adverse reactions are

reported so the injuries &
deaths will be a lot more than
what is reported by corrupt
institutions like the CDC.)

 Ahh, but not to worry. The 
health “experts” are in charge so 
what could possibly go wrong?

An Garda Siochana
And Individual

Rights
Source:

https://waketfupweekly.substack.com/p/
an-garda-siochana-and-individual

By Gary Jordan

As I have outlined in a previous 
article 
(https://waketfupweekly.substack.com/
p/policing-their-way-into-slavery), 
police academy applicants 
scoring a high IQ are 
immediately rejected in their 
efforts to join law enforcement 
departments across the world. 
Therefore, what the public is 
left with is the bottom of the 
barrel, as empathy-deleted, 
inept morons roam the streets 
- too dim to realise that they 
are working, not for the 
people, nor even the 
governments of their 
countries, but for the 
corporations, banking 
dynasties and secret societies 
that siphon their way to wealth
and prosperity. A pat on the 

head or a clap on the back, 
combined with a mediocre 
salary, is enough to placate the 
deluded sycophants, who falsely 
believe that they are carrying out
law enforcement. They remain 
on a leash, as the powers-that-
shouldn’t-be use them to oppress
any dissent that may arise from 
members of the public who 
envision a brighter future for 
themselves, their fellow 
countrymen, as well as future 
generations. This brighter future,
which is achieved by the non-
compliance of unjust legislation 
by great numbers of people and 
the ultimate removal from power
of unelected parasites, is as 
beneficial to the men and 
women of the police 
departments, as it is to everyone 
else. However, the deliberate 
recruitment of less-than-savvy 
individuals who are easily 
manipulated ensures that this 
realisation is incomprehensible
and far too out of reach for the
minds of the obsequious, 
badge-toting dopes. They 
persist in carrying out orders, 
like mindless Gestapo agents, 
leading nations into a techno-
fascist, Orwellian nightmarish 
existence, where it is their very 
own children who are destined 
to suffer the most.

Nowhere is this mentality more 
evident than in Ireland.

This week alone, we have 
witnessed several members of 
the muzzled Yellow Streak 
Brigade continue their war on 
the people on behalf of their 
globalist puppeteers. Even the 
most high ranking personnel 

within the force have their heads
too far buried inside the ani of 
corporate sponsors to realise the 
extent of their brutality, 
criminality, corruption, 
hypocrisy and stupidity.

Take, for example, the President 
of the Garda Representative 
Association (GRA), Frank 
Thornton. This week, he reacted 
rapidly 
(https://www.independent.ie/irish-
news/garda-representative-bodies-
express-concernsover-random-drug-
tests-for-gardai-40496737.html) when
news broke that Garda Siochana 
members would be forced to 
undergo random testing for 
drugs 
(https://www.meathchronicle.ie/2021/0
6/01/drug-testing-for-gardai-to-be-
introduced-as-part-of-new-anti-
corruption-policies/). The drug tests
will be put in place in the nation 
approximately six months from 
now in an effort to stamp out the
prevalence of substance abuse 
among the ‘public servants’.

Every man on the street and his 
dog are cognizant of the fact that
drug-taking, as well as dealing, 
happens within the force. This 
has been documented on several 
occasions, even by State media. 
For example, there was the 
infamous drug seizure in 
Athlone that occurred in 2012 
(https://www.rte.ie/news/ireland/2018/
0204/938232-garda-drug-
investigation/) and the subsequent 
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disappearance of the contraband,
with no formal recording or 
storing of the stash having ever 
taken place. The testimony of a 
credible police whistleblower 
was later given in relation to the 
missing drugs and it was 
claimed that they were sold via 
an arrangement between Gardai 
and local criminal gangs.

On top of this, there have been 
cases where Gardai have 
attended house parties 
(https://www.thejournal.ie/internal-
investigation-drug-dealer-5164890-
Aug2020/) at the residences of 
known and convicted drug 
dealers, an occasion when one of
them stole needles from drink-
driving test kits 
(https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crim
e-and-law/gsoc-question-kerry-based-
garda-about-alleged-drug-dealing-
1.4497471) to be used for the 
administering of drugs and there 
was even a time when a Gardai 
member married into the family 
(https://www.sundayworld.com/crime/i
rish-crime/kinahan-cartel-mobsters-
mum-weds-former-top-detective-as-
cab-closes-in-on-property-and-cash-
39556614.html) of a renowned 
drug cartel network. So it would 
be incredibly naive for anyone to
state that there was no issue 
regarding substance abuse in An 
Garda Siochana. Therefore you 
would expect Thorton to quietly 
accept the new measures and 
view them as an opportunity to 
clean up the rancid force.

Instead, Thornton - although 
saying that he approved of the 
drug testing - claimed in a 
statement that the launch of the 
policy was ‘disrespectful’ and 
demanded that there was no 

infringement on ‘members’ 
individual rights’. He also stated 
that he was concerned for the 
‘privacy, confidentiality, and the
welfare and well being of all 
members of An Garda 
Siochana.’

In other words, Thornton 
demanded that the men and 
women of the force be given 
what they themselves 
consistently work to deprive the 
Irish people of on a daily basis.

In the past 7 days alone they 
have brazenly exhibited their 
‘disrespectful’ nature and shown 
absolutely no regard for 
anyone’s ‘individual rights’. Nor
have they shown any regard for 
the ‘privacy, confidentiality’, 
‘welfare’ or ‘well being’ of any 
person that they have engaged 
with. Thornton seemingly does 
not understand that respect is a 
two-way thing. He fails, in his 
hubris, to see that there is little-
to-no respect among the Irish 
public for his men and women, 
as they show little-to-no respect 
for them to begin with.

Thornton I’m sure, like the rest 
of us, will have witnessed the 
diabolical attitude and display of
Fascism on a recent video 
(https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=1144604036017651&id=3
58155714662491) that went viral 
throughout the nation. It showed
a man who was medically 

exempt from wearing masks 
being viciously arrested after 
horrendous treatment on a train 
at the hands of an ignorant, 
uncouth duo of hooligans in 
uniform. The gentleman was 
travelling with his wife and 
caught the attention of a devout 
COVID cultist employed by 
Irish Rail. On noticing the man 
and his wife sat in the carriage 
without any masks on, the 
perceptually programmed 
useful idiot decided to call the 
police and - in a scene straight 
out of 1940s Nazi Germany - 
pointed the couple out to the 
Gestapo agents when they 
arrived. Judas Iscariot then left 
the carriage and we were treated 
to the spectacle of Irish policing 
in 2021.

What ensued was unfiltered 
rudeness, lack of courtesy, zero 
empathy and brutality. The 
gentleman explained his 
situation and presented his 
medical exemption papers to an 
irate female police officer who 
was visibly uncomfortable with 
being filmed. This, of course, is 
unsurprising, considering she 
had no knowledge of the 
legislation she was attempting to
enforce and thus was publicly 
shown up in her incompetence. 
Ignoring the explanation of the 
man and disregarding his 
medical exemption, she, along 
with the thug she was 
accompanied by, forcefully 
arrested him and his wife in a 
show of complete discrimination
against the medically exempt.

Where was the concern for 
‘welfare’ and ‘well being’ of this 
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couple, that Thornton demands 
for An Garda Siochana?

On top of this show of 
inhumanity, we were subject to 
yet another video of the Yellow 
Streak Brigade. This time they 
were harassing, bullying and 
intimidating an innocent woman 
in the town of Naas 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8YrmLr1Bf3A&t=1130s). A lady 
named Ana who had been in 
mandatory quarantine after 
flying into Ireland (despite being
fully vaccinated and showing 
two negative PCR tests, but 
that’s another story for another 
time) met with unruly criminals 
in uniform who appeared, 
uninvited, on the doorstep of her
lodgings. Despite the fact that 
Ireland has recently experienced 
a spate of cases where fraudsters
have approached people in their 
homes impersonating public 
officials 
(https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-
news/well-dressed-man-pretending-
garda-23400259) in order to steal 
from them, the Gardai who 
arrived at Ana’s place refused 
repeatedly to show any 
identification. Understandably 
concerned, especially as the 
incident was occurring late at 
night, Ana spoke with an adviser
over the telephone who also 
demanded the officer identify 
himself. Unlawfully, he 
continued to refuse and instead 
fired threats at Ana, in an effort 
to coerce and subdue her.
Where was her ‘right to privacy’
and ‘confidentiality’ as Gardai 
attempted to invade her place of 
dwelling in the dark of night, 
with no indication of who they 

were or what the purpose of the 
visit truly was? Where is this 
same privacy and confidentiality
for members of the public and 
visitors to the nation, that is so 
staunchly demanded by Frank 
Thornton on behalf of his Garda 
Siochana members?

And where was the respect for 
the ‘individual rights’ of the 
people of Dublin over the June 
bank holiday weekend, when 
they were attacked and violated 
by vicious government agents? 
More online footage 
(https://twitter.com/NewsForAllIre/stat
us/1400959769335275523) showed a
group of pedestrians in the city 
centre, who came out of their 
homes on Friday and Saturday to
enjoy the sunshine - having 
endured a criminally long 
lockdown, mandated by the Big 
Pharma tools of the Dail. As the 
predominantly young crowd 
were making their way through 
the streets, with no indication 
they had broken any laws, the 
dangerous baton-wielding 
mentally unstable hoodlums of 
An Garda Siochana were seen 
charging them from behind as 
they swung their weapons at 
them, savagely assaulting the 
unarmed civilian population. 
One young man was seen 
covering the back of his head as 
his back was turned to a Guard, 
who proceeded to launch his 
baton at him.

Only weeks after Ireland’s Prime
Minister, An Taoiseach, Micheal 
Martin stated 
(https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/p
olitics/arid-40274516.html) that 
outdoor activity would be 

widespread this summer in 
Ireland, due to the supposedly 
low infection spread of the non-
isolated, unidentified SARS-
COV-2 virus in an open-air 
setting, the police department of 
Ireland were confiscating beer 
(https://twitter.com/Darmolloy_/status/
1401319231426289668), closing off
streets 
(https://twitter.com/samanthalibreri/sta
tus/1401276728501321730?s=21), 
fencing off popular picnic areas 
(https://theliberal.ie/gardai-instruct-
galway-city-council-to-fence-off-and-
close-down-popular-outdoor-picnic-
and-sunbathing-spot-to-prevent-the-
spread-of-covid-19-2/) and battering
the living shit out of people.

And all of this, of course, is 
ordered by Garda 
Commissioner, Drew Harris - a 
man who has a history of 
endeavouring to cover up some 
of the worst crimes ever 
committed on the island, 
including the rape, trafficking 
and abuse of children in Kincora
(https://villagemagazine.ie/how-the-
anglo-irish-vice-ring-operated/) and 
the extra judicial murders 
(https://www.unquietgraves.com/) of 
innocent civilians by death 
squads.

Who is he, Frank Thornton or 
anybody else in An Garda 
Siochana to speak about 
‘individual rights’?
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Wuhan Lab Upheld
as Source of

COVID-19: China
as a Target. Corrupt
Political Circus on
Behalf of Super-

Rich
Source:

https://www.globalresearch.ca/commen
ts-wuhan-source-covid-19/5747144

By Emanuel Pastreich

Donald Trump claimed credit 
recently for having identified 
China as the source of the virus 
and he demanded of 10 trillion 
dollars in compensation.

The Biden administration has 
demanded an investigation of the
Wuhan labs so as to fend off this
Republican assault, but since he 
has put opaque pay-to-play 
intelligence organizations in 
charge, and not established 
accountable international 
research teams, he guarantees 
that we will receive a politicized 
and meaningless report.

The entire circus is intended to
distract the population as long 
as possible from the true 
origins of this crisis: the bid of 
a handful of the super-rich to 
employ a hyped up “virus” 
pandemic as a means to gut 
the government, the medical 
establishment, research 
institutes and the media 
permanently and to create a 
brave new world in which the 
“facts” that serve as the basis 
for policy decisions are 

decided in secret by them with 
no accountability to anyone. 
They now can make up figures
for how many suffer from 
COVID19 at will and no one 
can prove them wrong in any 
media source that most 
citizens know about.

They dictate policy, whether 
lockdowns, quarantine, masks, 
or vaccines, in secret and then 
order the Congress, the White 
House, or research institutes and 
prestigious newspapers, to 
follow their mandate. This 
radical alteration of the 
landscape of decision making in 
the United States is the deadly 
outcome of the COVID19. It is a
shift that, if citizens cannot 
apprehend its nature, will be 
fatal for the nation.

Although it is entirely possible 
that some of the deaths 
attributed to COVID19 were the 
result of the use of bioweapons 
(whether those of America, 
China or other countries). But 
the media is not trying to 
investigate that question at all. 
Rather the reporting about 
COVID19, and the Wuhan 
Lab, is deeply flawed and 
aimed primarily at creating 
hysteria and confusion, and at 
dumbing down the population 
as a whole.

The super-rich have been 
largely successful in this 
gambit and currently they are 
paying off approved “experts” 
to stir up all sorts of pointless 
debates regarding the source 
of the outbreak, the nature of 
transmission and the proper 

treatment—anything that 
points away from the rich, and
the investment banks they 
control, having played any role
in this scam.

Although COVID19 is treated in
many academic journals, this 
virus itself has never been 
subject to a rigorous scientific 
investigation and there is much 
doubt among scholars that the 
illnesses attributed to COVID19 
are a result of that specific virus,
or any number of other viruses, 
or even other diseases.

The confusion about COVID19 
is real. It is not the result of a 
virus, but rather of deep 
corruption in the entire 
scientific community (globally)
so much so that we cannot even 
determine the facts. Most all 
medical research today is funded
by corporations tied into Wall 
Street at one level at another—
whether direct funding of 
research, or support for the 
endowments of research 
institutions.

The flagrant acceptance by 
law makers of deeply flawed 
science, and the criminal 
manner in which they 
facilitate, even encourage, the 
destruction of the precious 
lives of children by 
unwarranted lockdowns, mask
wearing, and social distancing 
is more than enough reason to 
demand that every politician 
involved in pushing, or 
repeating, the tale of a 
COVID19 pandemic resign 
and face criminal prosecution.
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I do not wish to suggest that 
China was not involved in this 
bogus pandemic. The Chinese 
government, like every other 
government, has bought into 
this entirely implausible tale 
from the start. Most likely 
Beijing did so because 
multinational investment 
banks and the super-rich have 
as great a stranglehold on 
China as they do on the United
States, or France, or Russia or 
Japan.

We live in a world unlike what 
existed three years ago, and 
unprecedented in human history.
Our first task is to wrap our 
minds around this fact. The 
corrupt media and political 
culture of the United States 
cannot possibly help us to 
understand how our world 
works.

The point of the recent media 
coverage in the United States is 
to set up China as a target, as the
evil one, so as to make this 
conflict seem to be between 
nations.

For the super-rich leading this 
project, sometimes referred to 
as “the Great Reset” that is 
exactly what they want. For 
their plans, nation states are 
irrelevant. But they are a create 
way to inhibit global 
cooperation.

The primary conflict behind 
COVID19 is between classes: 
between a tiny handful of 
global elites and the rest of 
humanity.

Although the move to pin 
everything on China is a 
slight-of-hand trick intended 
to distract, and no doubt to 
secure big classified 
intelligence budgets, Chinese 
have also been intimately 
involved in the promotion of 
this COVID19 operation, what
we refer to as “the controlled 
demolition of the global 
economy.” There are Chinese 
super-rich as well who support
the “Great Reset” agenda. 
Moreover, China has grown its 
own corrupt military-industrial 
complex over the last twenty 
years that purposely distorts 
security issues to increase its 
budgets.

There is only one way out of 
the COVID19 hall of mirrors. 
We must recognize, as painful 
as it may be to do so, that the 
entire system of governance in 
the United States, and most 
countries in the world, is now 
so thoroughly corrupt that it is
incapable of assessing the facts
and pursuing a positive, 
scientific response.

We cannot address the 
disgusting willingness with 
which hundreds of medical 
experts (not just Bill Gates’ 
favorite acolyte Anthony Fauci) 
have stepped forward to back 
social distancing, lockdowns, 
masks and vaccines without the 
slightest scientific evidence, 
unless we confront another 
similar tragedy.

We must first go back to the 
original assault on science in 
America that took place twenty 

years ago and that made this 
COVID19 pandemic possible.

COVID19 would not have 
been possible if we had not 
been subject to an intensive 
anti-science campaign after 
the 9.11 incident.

After the September 11, 2001 
“attacks” on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon, 
hundreds of scientists stepped 
forward to assert that it was 
possible for two skyscrapers, 
constructed of steel and 
reinforced concrete, to collapse 
into dust simultaneously, after 
being hit by two planes.

That argument would not pass
in a high school physics class, 
but Harvard professors, and 
the vast majority of public 
intellectuals, were happy to 
swallow that tale hook, line 
and sinker.

(TCTT editor note: To
understand what really

happened that day you must
read Where Did The Towers

Go? -
https://www.drjudywood.com/wp/prefa

ce-where-did-the-towers-go/)

It was a moral bankruptcy in 
America, and a deep 
corruption of education and 
science, that made it possible 
for millions to accept a 
ridiculous conspiracy theory 
as the mainstream explanation
for the 9.11 incident. Should it 
should surprise us, then, that, 
twenty years later, so many are
ready to accept an even more 
ridiculous tale?
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When will we start to make 
progress? When can we move 
beyond this COVID19 
nightmare?

We will only do so when we 
recognize that the entire 
system is corrupt to the core 
and that we must engage in a 
revolutionary rebuilding of 
institutions, of culture and of 
habits that will make us 
ultimately more human, more 
intellectually rigorous, and also 
will lead us back to the values of
our Constitution.

Is a “Climate
Lockdown” on the

horizon?
Source: https://off-

guardian.org/2021/06/10/is-a-climate-
lockdown-on-the-horizon/

By Kit Knightly

THE REPORT’S
AUTHOR AND

BACKERS

The report, titled “Avoiding a 
climate lockdown” 
(https://www.wbcsd.org/Overview/Pan
orama/Articles/Avoiding-a-climate-
lockdown#:~:text=Under%20a
%20%E2%80%9Cclimate
%20lockdown%2C
%E2%80%9D,structures%20and
%20do%20capitalism%20differently.),
was written by Mariana 
Mazzucato 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariana
_Mazzucato#cite_note-4), a 
professor of economics at 
University College London, and 
head of something called the 
Council on the Economics of 

Health for All 
(https://www.who.int/news/item/13-11-
2020-who-establishes-council-on-the-
economics-of-health-for-all), a 
division of the World Health 
Organization.

It was first published in October 
2020 by Project Syndicate 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_
Syndicate), a non-profit media 
organization that is (predictably)
funded through grants from the 
Open society Foundation, the 
Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation, and many, many 
others (https://www.project-
syndicate.org/about?
a_la=english&a_d=&a_m=&a_a=cli
ck&a_s=&a_p=%2Fonpoint%2Fnew-
fiscal-constitution-job-guarantee-by-
mariana-mazzucato-and-robert-
skidelsky-2020-07&a_li=about-
us&a_pa=&a_ps=&a_ms=&a_r=).

After that, it was picked up and 
republished by the World 
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD), which 
describes itself as “a global, 
CEO-led organization of over 
200 leading businesses working 
together to accelerate the 
transition to a sustainable 
world.”.

The WBCSD’s membership is 
essentially every major company
in the world 
(https://www.wbcsd.org/Overview/Our-
members/Members), including 
Chevron, BP, Bayer, Walmart, 
Google and Microsoft. Over 200
members totalling well over 8 
TRILLION dollars in annual 
revenue.

In short: an economist who 
works for the WHO has 

written a report concerning 
“climate lockdowns”, which 
has been published by both a 
Gates+Soros backed NGO 
AND a group representing 
almost every bank, oil 
company and tech giant on the
planet.

Whatever it says, it clearly has
the approval of the people who
run the world.

WHAT DOES IT SAY?

The text of the report itself is 
actually quite craftily 
constructed. It doesn’t outright 
argue for climate lockdowns, but
instead discusses ways “we” can 
prevent them.

"As COVID-19 spread […]
governments introduced

lockdowns in order to prevent a
public-health emergency from
spinning out of control. In the

near future, the world may need
to resort to lockdowns again –

this time to tackle a climate
emergency […] To avoid such a
scenario, we must overhaul our

economic structures and do
capitalism differently."

This cleverly creates a veneer of 
arguing against them, whilst 
actually pushing the a priori 
assumptions that any so-called 
“climate lockdowns” would a) 
be necessary and b) be effective.
Neither of which has ever been 
established.

Another thing the report assumes
is some kind of causal link 
between the environment and the
“pandemic”:
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"COVID-19 is itself a
consequence of environmental

degradation"

I wrote an article, back in April, 
exploring the media’s persistent 
attempts to link the Covid19 
“pandemic” with climate change
(https://off-
guardian.org/2021/04/23/climate-is-
the-new-covid/). Everybody from 
the Guardian 
(https://www.dumptheguardian.com/w
orld/2021/jun/04/end-destruction-of-
nature-to-stop-future-pandemics-say-
scientists) to the Harvard School 
of Public Health 
(https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/c-
change/subtopics/coronavirus-and-
climate-change/) is taking the same
position – “The root cause of 
pandemics [is] the destruction 
of nature”:

"The razing of forests and
hunting of wildlife is

increasingly bringing animals
and the microbes they harbour
into contact with people and

livestock."

There is never any scientific 
evidence cited to support this 
position. Rather, it is a fact-
free scare-line used to try and 
force a mental connection in 
the public, between visceral 
self-preservation (fear of 
disease) and concern for the 
environment. It is as 
transparent as it is weak.

“CLIMATE
LOCKDOWNS”

So, what exactly is a “climate 
lockdown”? And what would it 
entail?

The author is pretty clear:

"Under a “climate lockdown,”
governments would limit
private-vehicle use, ban

consumption of red meat, and
impose extreme energy-saving

measures, while fossil-fuel
companies would have to stop

drilling."

There you have it. A “climate 
lockdown” means no more red 
meat, the government setting 
limits on how and when people 
use their private vehicles and 
further (unspecified) “extreme 
energy-saving measures”. It 
would likely include previously 
suggested bans on air travel, too 
(https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20
200218-climate-change-how-to-cut-
your-carbon-emissions-when-flying).

All in all, it is potentially far 
more strict than the “public 
health policy” we’ve all endured
for the last year.

As for forcing fossil fuel 
companies to stop drilling, that 
is drenched in the sort of 
ignorance of practicality that 
only exists in the academic 
world. Supposing we can switch 
to entirely rely on renewables 
for energy, we still wouldn’t be 
able to stop drilling for fossil 
fuels.

Oil isn’t just used as fuel, it’s 
also needed to lubricate engines 
and manufacture chemicals and 
plastics. Plastics used in the 
manufacture of wind turbines 
and solar panels, for example.

Coal isn’t just needed for power 

stations, but also to make steel. 
Steel which is vital to pretty 
much everything humans do in 
the modern world.

It reminds me of a Victoria 
Wood sketch from the 1980s, 
where an upper-middle class 
woman remarks, upon meeting a
coal miner, “I suppose we don’t 
really need coal, now we’ve got 
electricity.” 
(http://https//dai.ly/x7xlfzk)

A lot of post-fossil utopian ideas
are sold this way, to people who 
are comfortably removed from 
the way the world actually 
works. This mirrors the 
supposed “recovery” the 
environment experienced during 
lockdown, a mythic creation 
selling a silver lining of house 
arrest to people who think that 
because they’re having their 
annual budget meetings over 
Zoom, somehow China stopped 
manufacturing 900 million 
tonnes of steel a year 
(https://reut.rs/2Tp8fex), and the US
military doesn’t produce more 
pollution than 140 different 
countries combined 
(https://bit.ly/3cBFZvH).

The question, really, is why 
would an NGO backed by – 
among others – Shell, BP and 
Chevron, possibly want to 
suggest a ban on drilling for 
fossil fuel? But that’s a 
discussion for another time.

AVOIDING A “CLIMATE
LOCKDOWN”

So, the “climate lockdown” is a 
mix of dystopian social control, 
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and impractical nonsense likely 
designed to sell an agenda. But 
don’t worry, we don’t have to do
this. There is a way to avoid 
these extreme measures, the 
author says so:

"To avoid such a scenario, we
must overhaul our economic
structures and do capitalism

differently […] Addressing this
triple crisis requires reorienting
corporate governance, finance,

policy, and energy systems
toward a green economic

transformation […] Far more is
needed to achieve a green and
sustainable recovery […] we

want to transform the future of
work, transit, and energy use."

“Overhaul”? “reorienting”? 
“transformation”?

Seems like we’re looking at a 
new-built society. A “reset”, if 
you will, and given the desired 
scope, you could even call it a 
“great reset”, I suppose.

Except, of course, the Great 
Reset is just a wild “conspiracy 
theory” 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_R
eset#Conspiracy_theory). The elite 
doesn’t want a Great Reset, even
if they keep saying they do… 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FSMDa3hwUEc)

…they just want a massive 
wholesale “transformation” of 
our social, financial, 
governmental and energy 
sectors.

They want you to own nothing 
and be happy. Or else.

Because that’s the oddest thing 
about this particular article, 
whereas most fear-porn public 
programming at least attempts 
subtlety, there is very definitely 
an overtly threatening tone to 
this piece [emphasis added]:

"we are approaching a tipping
point on climate change, when

protecting the future of
civilization will require dramatic

interventions […] One way or
the other, radical change is

inevitable; our task is to ensure
that we achieve the change we
want – while we still have the

choice."

The whole article is not an 
argument, so much as an 
ultimatum. A gun held to the 
public’s collective head. 
“Obviously we don’t want to 
lock you up inside your homes, 
force you to eat processed soy 
cubes and take away your 
cars,” they’re telling us, “but 
we might have to, if you don’t 
take our advice.”

Will there be “climate 
lockdowns” in the future? I 
wouldn’t be surprised. But right 
now – rather than being 
seriously mooted – they are 
fulfilling a different role. A 
frightening hypothetical – A 
threat used to bully the public 
into accepting the hardline 
globalist reforms that make up
the “great reset”.

A Sinister Agenda
Behind California

Water Crisis?
Source: https://journal-

neo.org/2021/06/10/a-sinister-agenda-
behind-california-water-crisis/

By F. William Engdahl

So far the worst hit farm state is 
North Dakota which grows most
of the nation’s Red Spring 
Wheat. In the Upper Midwest, 
the Northern Plains states and 
the Prairie provinces of Canada 
winter brought far too little snow
following a 2020 exceedingly 
dry summer. The result is 
drought from Manitoba Canada 
to the Northern USA Plains 
States. This hits farmers in the 
region just four years after a 
flash drought in 2017 arrived 
without early warning and 
devastated the US Northern 
Great Plains region comprising 
Montana, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and the adjacent 
Canadian Prairies.

As of May 27, according to 
Adnan Akyuz, State 
Climatologist, ninety-three 
percent of the North Dakota 
state is in at least a Severe 
Drought category, and 77% of 
the state is in an Extreme 
Drought category. Farm 
organizations predict unless the 
rainfall changes dramatically in 
the coming weeks, the harvest of
wheat widely used for pasta and 
flour will be a disaster. The 
extreme dry conditions extend 
north of the Dakota border into 
Manitoba, Canada, another 
major grain and farming region, 
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especially for wheat and corn. 
There, the lack of rainfall and 
warmer-than-normal 
temperatures threaten harvests, 
though it is still early for those 
crops 
(https://www.ag.ndsu.edu/drought/wee
kly-updates/may-27-2021). North 
Dakota and the plains region 
depend on snow and rainfall for 
its agriculture water.

Southwest States in Severe
Drought

While not as severe, farm states 
Iowa and Illinois are suffering 
“abnormally dry” conditions in 
64% for Iowa and 27% for 
Illinois. About 55% of 
Minnesota is abnormally dry as 
of end May. Drought is 
measured in a scale from D1 
“abnormally dry,” D3 “severe 
drought” to D4, “exceptional 
drought.”

The severe dry conditions are 
not limited, unfortunately, to 
North Dakota or other Midwest 
farm states. A second region of 
very severe drought extends 
from western Texas across New 
Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, 
Nevada and deep into California.
In Texas 20% of the state is in 
“severe drought,” and 12% 
“extreme drought.” Nearly 6% 
of the state is experiencing 
“exceptional drought,” the 
worst. New Mexico is 
undergoing 96% “severe 
drought,” and of that, 47% 
“exceptional drought.” 
(https://www.theorganicprepper.com/c
alifornia-and-nevada-are-now-100-in-
drought/)

California Agriculture is
Vital

The situation in California is by 
far the most serious in its 
potential impact on the supply of
agriculture products to the 
nation. There, irrigation and a 
sophisticated water storage 
system provide water for 
irrigation and urban use to the 
state for their periodic dry 
seasons. Here a far larger 
catastrophe is in the making. A
cyclical drought season is 
combining with literally 
criminal state environmental 
politics, to devastate 
agriculture in the nation’s 
most important farm 
producing state. It is part of a 
radical Green Agenda being 
advocated by Gov. Gavin 
Newsom and fellow Democrats 
to dismantle traditional 
agriculture, as insane as it may 
sound.

Few outside California realize 
that the state most known for 
Silicon Valley and beautiful 
beaches is such a vital source of 
agriculture production. 
California’s agricultural sector is
the most important in the United
States, leading the nation’s 
production in over 77 different 
products including dairy and a 
number of fruit and vegetable 
“specialty” crops. The state is 
the only producer of crops such 
as almonds, artichokes, 
persimmons, raisins, and 
walnuts. California grows a third
of the country’s vegetables and 
two thirds of the country’s fruits 
and nuts. It leads all other states 
in farm income with77,500 

farms and ranches. It also is 
second in production of 
livestock behind Texas, and its 
dairy industry is California’s 
leading commodity in cash 
receipts. In total, 43 million 
acres of the state’s 100 million 
acres are devoted to agriculture. 
In short what happens here is 
vital to the nation’s food supply 
(https://www.theodysseyonline.com/13-
reasons-why-we-need-california-
agriculture).

California Crisis
Manmade: Where has the

water gone?

The water crisis in California is 
far the most serious in terms of 
consequences for the food 
supply, in a period when the US 
faces major supply chain 
disruptions owing to absurd 
corona lockdowns combined 
with highly suspicious hacks of
key infrastructure. On May 31,
the infrastructure of the world’s 
largest meat processor, JBS SA, 
was hacked, forcing the 
shutdown of all its US beef 
plants that supply almost a 
quarter of American beef.

The Green lobby is asserting, 
while presenting no factual 
evidence, that Global Warming, 
i.e. increased CO2 manmade 
emission, is causing the drought.
The NOAA examined the case 
and found no evidence. But the
media repeats the narrative to 
advance the Green New Deal 
agenda with frightening 
statements such as claiming the 
drought is, “comparable to the 
worst mega-droughts since 800 
CE.”
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After 2011, California 
underwent a severe seven year 
drought. The drought ended in 
2019 as major rains filled the 
California reservoir system to 
capacity. According to state 
water experts the reservoirs held 
enough water to easily endure at 
least a five-year drought. Yet 
two years later, the 
administration of Governor 
Newsom is declaring a new 
drought and threatening 
emergency measures. What his 
Administration is not saying is 
that the State Water Board 
and relevant state water 
authorities have been 
deliberately letting water flow 
into the Pacific Ocean. Why? 
They say to save two 
endangered fish species that are 
all but extinct—one, a rare type 
of Salmon, the second a Delta 
Smelt, a tiny minnow-size fish 
of some 2” size which has all but
disappeared.

In June 2019 Shasta Dam, 
holding the state’s largest 
reservoir as a keystone of the 
huge Central Valley Project, was
full to 98% of capacity. Just two 
years later in May 2021 Shasta 
Lake reservoir held a mere 42% 
of capacity, almost 60% down. 
Similarly, in June 2019 Oroville 
Dam reservoir, the second 
largest, held water at 98% of 
capacity and by May 2021 was 
down to just 37%. Other smaller 
reservoirs saw similar drops 
(https://californiaglobe.com/section-
2/ca-reservoirs-filled-to-top-in-2019-
being-drained-by-state/). Where has 
all the water gone?

Allegedly to “save” these fish 

varieties, during just 14 days in 
May, according to Kristi Diener, 
a California water expert and 
farmer, “90% of (Bay Area) 
Delta inflow went to sea. It’s 
equal to a year’s supply of water
for 1 million people.” Diener has
been warning repeatedly in 
recent years that water is 
unnecessarily being let out to sea
as the state faces a normal dry 
year. She asks, “Should we be 
having water shortages in the 
start of our second dry year? 
No. Our reservoirs were 
designed to provide a steady five
year supply for all users, and 
were filled to the top 
(https://californiaglobe.com/section-
2/ca-reservoirs-filled-to-top-in-2019-
being-drained-by-state/) in June 
2019.”

In 2008, at the demand of 
environmental groups such as 
the NRDC, a California judge 
ordered that the Central Valley 
Water project send 50% of water
reservoirs to the Pacific Ocean 
to “save” an endangered salmon 
variety, even though the NGO 
admitted that no more than 1,000
salmon would likely be saved by
the extreme measure. In the 
years 1998-2005 an estimated 
average of 49% of California 
managed water supply went to 
what is termed the 
“environment,” including 
feeding into streams and rivers, 
to feed estuaries and the Bay 
Area Delta. Only 28% went 
directly to maintain agriculture 
water supplies 
(https://www.californiadroughtupdate.
org/).

This past January Felicia 

Marcus, the chair of the 
California State Water Resources
Control Board, who oversaw the
controversial water policies 
since 2018, left at the end of her 
term to become an attorney for 
the Natural Resources Defense 
Council (NRDC) one of the 
most powerful green NGO’s, 
with a reported $400 million in 
resources to wage legal battles to
defend “endangered species” 
such as the California salmon 
and the Delta Smelt.

Appointed by green Gov. Jerry 
Brown as chair of the State 
Water Board in 2018, Marcus is 
directly responsible for the 
draining of the reservoirs into 
the ocean after they filled in 
2019, using the claim of 
protecting endangered species. 
In March 2021 with Marcus as 
attorney, the NRDC requested 
that the State Water Resources 
Control Board Marcus headed 
until recently, take “immediate 
action” to address perceived 
threats to listed salmon in the 
Sacramento River watershed 
from Central Valley Project 
(“CVP”) operations 
(https://journal-neo.org/2021/06/10/a-
sinister-agenda-behind-california-
water-crisis/
%20https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/w
aterrights/water_issues/programs/drou
ght/sacramento_river/docs/2021/wro9
0/2021-03-
30_srsc_response_to_nrdc_comments.
pdf). This as the state is facing a 
new drought emergency?

In 2020 Gov. Gavin Newsom, a 
protégé of Jerry Brown, signed 
Senate Bill 1, the California 
Environmental, Public Health 
and Workers Defense Act, which
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would send billions of gallons of
water out to the Pacific Ocean, 
ostensibly to save more fish. It 
was a cover for manufacturing
the present water crisis and 
specifically attacking farming, 
as incredible as it may seem.

Target Agriculture

The true agenda of the Newsom 
and previous Brown 
administrations is to radically 
undermine the highly productive
California agriculture sector. 
Gov. Newsom has now 
introduced an impressive-
sounding $5.1 billion Drought 
Relief bill. Despite its title, 
nothing will go to improve the 
state reservoir water availability 
for cities and farms. Of the total,
$500 million will be spent on 
incentives for farmers to “re-
purpose” their land, that is to 
stop farming. Suggestions 
include wildlife habitat, 
recreation, or solar panels! 
Another $230 million will be 
used for “wildlife corridors and 
fish passage projects to improve 
the ability of wildlife to migrate 
safely.” “Fish passage projects” 
is a clever phrase for dam 
removal, destroying the nation’s 
most effective network of 
reservoirs.

Then the Newson bill allocates 
$300 million for the Sustainable 
Groundwater Management Act 
implementation, a 2014 law 
from Jerry Brown amid the 
previous severe drought to 
prevent farmers in effect from 
securing water from drilling 
wells. The effect will be to drive 
more farmers off the land. And 

another $200 million will go to 
“habitat restoration,” supporting
tidal wetland, floodplains, and 
multi-benefit flood-risk 
reduction projects—a drought 
package with funding for floods?
This is about recreating flood 
plains so when they demolish 
the dams, the water has 
someplace to go. The vast bulk 
of the $500 billion is slated to 
reimburse water customers from 
the previous 2011-2019 drought 
from higher water bills, a move 
no doubt in hopes voters will 
look positively on Newsom as 
he faces likely voter recall in 
November.

The systematic dismantling of 
one of the world’s most 
productive agriculture regions,
using the seductive mantra of 
“environmental protection,” fits
into the larger agenda of the 
Davos Great Reset and its 
plans to radically transform 
world agriculture into what 
the UN Agenda 2030 calls 
“sustainable” agriculture—no 
more meat protein. The green 
argument is that cows are a 
major source of methane gas 
emissions via burps. How that 
affects global climate no one 
has seriously proven. Instead 
we should eat laboratory-made
fake meat like the genetically-
manipulated Impossible 
Burger of Bill Gates and 
Google, or even worms. Yes. In 
January the EU European Food 
Safety Agency (EFSA), 
approved mealworms , or larvae 
of the darkling beetle, as the first
“novel food” (https://journal-
neo.org/2021/06/10/a-sinister-agenda-
behind-california-water-crisis/
%20https://www.dw.com/en/eu-food-

agency-approves-mealworms-as-
human-food/a-56216471) cleared for
sale across the EU. 

Israeli Torture of
Palestinian
Detainees

Source:
https://stephenlendman.org/2021/06/isr
aeli-torture-of-palestinian-detainees/

By Stephen Lendman

Israel wages war on 
Palestinians for not being 
Jewish.

Falsely portraying them as 
gun-toting terrorists, they’re 
persecuted for their faith, 
ethnicity, and at times 
prominence and activism.

They’re lawlessly hunted 
down, rounded up, held in 
detention, kept in isolation, 
restricted in their right to 
counsel, administratively 
detained uncharged, or tried 
on secret evidence.

Pronounced guilty by 
accusation, they’re 
extrajudicially held, tortured 
and otherwise abused for 
praying to the wrong God.

On Monday, Haaretz reported 
that Israeli Arab Nazareth 
citizens were unlawfully arrested
and detained on the phony 
charge of rioting during IDF 
aggression on Gaza last month.

They said police “ordered them 
to sit on the floor with their 
heads bowed and proceeded to 
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beat them with various objects.” 

They were painfully handcuffed 
and denied medical treatment. 

Omaiyer Lawabne said he was 
arrested, detained, and brutalized
despite being uninvolved in 
protest activity, adding:

“I felt like I was going to die.”

Handcuffed from behind, seated 
on the floor with heads ordered 
face down, he and others were 
brutally beaten.

“I started to scream,” he said.

Another Arab detainee said he 
and many others were beaten 
with batons and kicked 
repeatedly.

Falsely charged with rioting, 
arson, assaulting an officer, and 
disturbing the peace in Nazareth 
Magistrates Court, no evidence 
supported the phony charges.

A released detainee called what 
happened in the police station “a
madhouse.”

Despite having committed no 
offenses, Arab detainees were 
brutally beaten for not being 
Jews.

A police spokesperson denied 
reality by dismissing accusations
of beatings, typical of how 
Jewish state tyranny operates.

Torture and abuse of Occupied
Palestinians and Israeli Arab 
citizens is longstanding Jewish 
state practice.

When wrongfully detained on 
phony charges, brutal 
interrogations routinely include 
beatings, painful binding and 
shackling, swearing, 
humiliation, denial of food, 
water, medical treatment and 
other basic needs, sleep 
deprivation, isolation under 
appalling conditions, and other 
forms of physical violence, 
torture and abuse.

Palestinian children are as 
brutally mistreated as 
adolescents and adults.

Virtually never informed of their
right of silence and other legal 
rights, they’re denied access to 
lawyers and family members 
during interrogations.

Victims report being “softened 
up” for brutal interrogation 
straightaway when arrested.

Common practices inflict pain 
and suffering to break the spirit 
of detainees.

Psychological pressure is 
exerted from solitary 
confinement in what detainees 
call putrid, stifling cells three to 
six square meters in size.

They’re windowless with no 
access to daylight and fresh air.

A fixed overhead light stays on 
round-the-clock.

Bedding includes what’s 
described as a dirty, damp 
mattress and filthy putrid 
blankets on the floor, nothing 
else in cells.

Reading and writing materials 
aren’t allowed.

In many cells, toilets are holes in
the floor.

Detainees are denied all human 
contact except for guards and 
interrogators.

They’re ill-treated by sleep 
deprivation, inadequate food and
liquids, as well as lack of 
medical treatment.

Throughout long hours of 
interrogation, they’re shackled to
a chair, unable to move hands or 
legs.

Shackling in the shabah position 
is commonplace.

It includes painful binding of 
detainees’ hands and feet to a 
standard-sized unupholstered, 
metal frame, rigid plastic chair 
fixed to the floor with no 
armrests. 

Hands remain tightly bound 
behind the back in adjustable 
plastic handcuffs.

They’re connected to a ring at 
the back of the seat to stretch 
them uncomfortably below the 
backrest. 

Legs are bound so detainees are 
unable to stand throughout 
interrogation.

It continues for hours without a 
break — at times for days under 
maximum discomfort 
conditions.
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Most detainees complain of 
severe back, neck, shoulder, 
arms and wrist pain from the 
ordeal, as well as numbness or 
loss of sensation in limbs.

In 1999, Israel’s Supreme Court 
banned shabah shackling.

It continues anyway, including 
humiliating cursing, strip and 
body cavity searches, shouting, 
spitting, threats, and other forms 
of intimidation.

B’Telsem earlier explained 
Israeli torture and abuse during 
interrogations, saying the 
following:

“(C)ruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment (amounting
to torture during) interrogations

persists with the aid and
backing of the Israel Prison

Services (and) attorney
general.”

Even though Israel’s Supreme 
Court banned “painful binding, 
shaking, placing a sack on a 
person’s head for prolonged 
periods of time…sleep 
deprivation,” and other forms of 
brutal mistreatment when 
detained, these practices 
continue anyway because 
nothing is done to hold 
responsible individuals 
responsible for what 
constitutes crimes against 
humanity.

At the same time, the High 
Court ruled that agents 
employing brutal “physical 
pressure” may not be held 
criminally responsible in so-

called “ticking bomb” cases 
based on alleged “necessity 
defense” — that virtually never
exists.

Research by B’Tselem and 
likeminded human rights groups 
reported that the “ticking bomb” 
exception became “standard 
interrogation policy.”

“(I)n blatant violation of 
international law and basic 
moral standard,” torture and 
other forms of abuse are 
regularly used against 
Palestinians during interrogation
— as well as other times while 
detained.

Hundreds of complaints after the
fact failed to halt what continues
routinely.

Israel calls itself a civilized 
democratic state (sic).

Its contempt for the rule of law
brutality prove otherwise.

The Myth of “Anti-
Semitic Violence”

Source: https://off-
guardian.org/2021/06/05/the-myth-of-

anti-semitic-violence/

By Michael Lesher

The claim that the world is 
awash in an outbreak of Jew-
hatred is a myth – a fiction 
cynically recycled every few 
years as a cover for Israeli 
brutality.

That’s easily said. Still, with so 
many falsehoods parading as 

news these days, why single out 
the lie that Jews are “under 
attack” in what mainstream 
media monotonously call a 
“wave of anti-Semitic violence”?
Why not just ignore it and move 
on?

First, because this particular lie
is peddled by so powerful an 
array of propagandists, and 
swallowed by so many well-
meaning people, that a prompt 
corrective is needed to set the 
record straight.

Second, and even more 
importantly, because the lie is 
part of an organized campaign
to turn reality upside down – 
to convert supporters of Israeli
violence into victims, to blame 
the real victims for their own 
suffering, and to subordinate 
the whole issue of Palestinian 
human rights to the self-
serving dictates of an Israeli-
driven propaganda machine as
to what does and doesn’t 
offend delicate Jewish 
“sensibilities.”

If we allow that kind of lie to 
stand unchallenged, we’re 
(quite literally) helping Israel 
get away with murder.

Not that you’d know any of this 
from mainstream media. At the 
moment, it’s almost impossible 
to find a “respectable” outlet 
that isn’t brimming with 
warnings about a worldwide 
threat to the Jews – and the fact 
that the same claim has been 
peddled before, and debunked 
before, doesn’t seem to bother 
the purveyors in the slightest.
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Yet there really ought to be a 
few raised eyebrows over the 
gulf dividing the alarmist tone of
the “reports” – “violence and 
harassment targeting American 
Jews…coast-to-coast” (BBC - 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-
canada-57286341); “anti-Semitic 
attacks and slurs in several 
American cities” (PBS - 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/an
ti-semitic-attacks-spread-like-wildfire-
in-the-us-during-gaza-conflict); “a 
wave of antisemitic attacks…
violence and abhorrent rhetoric”
(National Public Radio - 
https://www.npr.org/2021/05/24/99979
0233/officials-say-hate-crimes-against-
jews-are-growing-in-the-aftermath-of-
gaza-viol); “Jews have been 
threatened and attacked” (New 
York Times - 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/26/u
s/anti-semitism-attacks-violence.html) 
– from the remarkably murky 
details purportedly proving 
them.

The May 26 issue of Ami 
Magazine, a popular Orthodox 
Jewish weekly, claims to have 
information about “several 
scuffles…including in Toronto, 
Montreal and New York” and 
insists that “Jews were beaten at
several of these events.”

Ah, but which ones? Ami avoids
giving specifics – and a closer 
look suggests that the facts 
aren’t on offer because they 
don’t exist.

Consider Toronto. What was 
originally described as an “anti-
Semitic attack” in that city 
turned out to have been a fracas 
instigated by the notorious 
Jewish Defense League 

(https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toro
nto/jdl-toronto-assault-palestinian-
anti-semitic-1.6029953) – listed by 
the FBI as a terrorist 
organization – in which the Jew 
identified as the “victim” first 
swung a large club, then 
brandished a knife, before being 
“attacked.” (That didn’t stop 
Ontario Premier Doug Ford 
from condemning “anti-
Semitism” after the event – a 
statement he refused to withdraw
even when presented with video 
evidence of the behavior of the 
“victim.”)

And Montreal? The 
circumstances of that “attack” 
are scarcely less turbid. The 
claims of “violence” against 
Jews were reported entirely by 
pro-Israel organizations 
(https://montrealgazette.com/news/loca
l-news/israel-solidarity-rally-draws-
supporters-to-dorchester-square) and 
their supporters; given the heavy
police presence in the area at the
time, the absence of 
corroborating testimony renders 
the story rather hard to credit.

Meanwhile, a similar report of 
an “anti-Semitic attack” in Los 
Angeles (also cited in Ami) was 
promptly debunked by Richard 
Silverstein (https://bit.ly/3gwSsSL), 
whose Tikun Olam blog has an 
excellent track record for 
accuracy. Here is Silverstein’s 
report as of May 25:

You may have read about the 
purported “wave” of anti-
Semitic incidents sweeping the
world in response to Israel’s 
attack on Gaza. Don’t you 
believe it. One of the main 
incidents supposedly involved 

a group of Jews eating 
outdoors at an LA sushi 
restaurant. The media narrative
says that a car full of 
Palestinians waving the 
Palestinian fla[g] shouted 
“fuck you” at the diners and 
then threw a bottle at them.

My LA Jewish friends who’ve 
seen video of the incident and 
spoken to Palestinians 
involved (who were never 
interviewed by the media) say 
that a group of right-wing 
Iranian Jews saw the car with 
the flags, shouted “fuck you” at
the Palestinians, then threw a 
bottle from their table at the 
car.

No wonder Ami doesn’t bother 
trying to present evidence of that
“anti-Semitic attack.”

New York Assemblyman Dov 
Hikind – a protégé 
(https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dov-
hikind-terror-jewish-defense-league-
linda-
sarsour_n_59122e36e4b05e1ca202c78
c) of convicted terrorist 
(https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/banne
d-in-1988-assassinated-in-1990-
mainstreamed-in-2019-kahane-lives/) 
Rabbi Meir Kahane – claims to 
have identified 
(https://www.jewishpress.com/news/je
wish-news/antisemitism-
news/palestinian-in-las-vegas-to-jew-
from-nyc-your-people-wont-exist-
anymore-and-knocks-him-
down/2021/05/27/) another “victim 
of anti-Jewish violence” in Las 
Vegas.

But to eyes less biased than 
Hikind’s, the facts tell a different
story.
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By his own account, the “victim”
– a Jew from Staten Island – 
accosted a Palestinian family he 
encountered at the MGM Casino
with the boast that he too is 
“from Palestine” (he isn’t), and 
that “Jews have been around for 
5,000 years” (they haven’t), 
adding that he is a “proud Jew” 
– meaning, evidently, that he 
supported Israel’s theft of 
Palestinian land and the 
massacre 
(https://www.haaretz.com/israel-
news/gaza-israel-wiping-entire-
palestinian-families-hamas-
1.9820005?
fbclid=IwAR2Gdyo_aySwT9kEgn5ZBk
H3jvN4BBZRmO5p9w7X1Hd5QRzxG
G1RyPt8Csk) Israel was 
perpetrating in order to secure it.
It seems this taunt angered the 
Palestinian man sufficiently to 
induce him to push his 
interlocutor backward, causing 
him to fall – whereupon the 
“proud Jew” called the police.

As if being shoved in a casino 
after bragging about your 
fondness for racist violence 
weren’t proof enough of 
universal Jew-hatred, the 
“victim” points angrily to the 
fact that the police are “only” 
charging his assailant with 
“battery.” He thinks he suffered 
a “hate crime” – though from 
my point of view there’s more 
“hate” in endorsing mass murder
than in getting upset about it.

Anyway, if that’s the horrific 
“anti-Jewish violence” that’s 
supposed to be sweeping 
America, I’m not panicking.

In fact, if the consequences 
weren’t so sinister, some of the 

hoopla would be almost funny.

One story making the rounds in 
mainstream media alleges an 
“attack” on an empty kosher 
pizzeria (https://www.jns.org/brick-
thrown-at-kosher-pizzeria-on-new-
yorks-upper-east-side-causes-damage/)
located on Manhattan’s posh 
Upper East Side. As far as I can 
tell, all that’s known is that 
someone damaged the front door
during the night – there’s no 
evidence of a motive, let alone 
an anti-Semitic motive. But 
when Israel needs cover 
stories, a damaged glass door 
is a Big Deal: the Anti-
Defamation League is said to be 
“working with law-enforcement 
officials to investigate the 
incident,” while Ben Kallos, a 
Jewish member of New York 
City Council, added: “This is 
happening everywhere…. 
People are in fear all over our 
city.”

By way of contrast, when the 
owner of the Foodbenders 
grocery in Toronto was 
subjected last year to a 
systematic campaign 
(https://www.toronto.com/news-
story/10071491-toronto-shop-
vandalized-after-owner-is-critical-of-
state-of-israel/) of harassment, 
vandalism and threats for 
posting comments supportive of 
occupied Palestine in a shop 
window, the police refused to act
– even when video clearly 
showed an identifiable woman 
defacing Foodbenders’ front 
door with spray-painted graffiti. 
Meanwhile, local politicians 
attacked the owner, calling her 
expressions of sympathy for 
Palestinians “disgusting,” 

“hateful,” “abhorrent” and 
“unacceptable.” Double 
standards, anyone?

If these fictions about “anti-
Semitic violence” have a familiar
ring, they should: Israel’s 
mouthpieces have been telling 
the same tall tales for years. In
May 2002, just in time to 
divert public attention from 
Israel’s escalating terror 
campaign 
(https://www.un.org/press/en/2002/SG
2077.doc.htm) in the occupied 
West Bank (where, in less than a
month, Israeli forces killed 
nearly 500 Palestinians and 
demolished 878 homes), a 
Zionist professor at San 
Francisco State University 
claimed to have seen an “out of 
control mob” launch “a raw, 
physical assault” on “praying 
[Jewish] students, and the 
elderly women…who survived 
the Holocaust.”

The “Palestinians and their 
supporters,” she wrote, were 
“literally chanting for our 
deaths,” while “the police could 
do nothing more than surround 
the Jewish students and 
community members who were 
now trapped in the corner of a 
plaza, grouped under the flags 
of Israel.”

That this story was fabricated 
– a fact the redoubtable scholar 
Norman Finkelstein confirmed 
(https://dl1.cuni.cz/pluginfile.php/7256
72/mod_resource/content/1/Norman
%20Finkelstein
%20%E2%80%93%20Beyond
%20Chutzpah.pdf) simply by 
checking with Jewish 
eyewitnesses – did not prevent 
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it from being repeatedly 
broadcast as fact 
(https://jewishjournal.com/news/united
-states/6027/) in “worldwide 
media venues,” as the Jewish 
Journal boasted within two 
weeks of the professor’s 
account.

Media complicity in the 
propaganda campaign is 
another persistent component 
of the problem – a point 
Finkelstein underscored in his 
book Beyond Chutzpah. In 
2003, as Israel completed its 
brutal suppression 
(https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/j
ps.2003.32.2.21?seq=1) of the 
Second Intifada, the 
“progressive” Jewish magazine 
Tikkun announced that America 
was experiencing a “virulent 
new strain” of “anti-Semitism.”

The proof? “A Jewish student 
wearing a yarmulke at Yale 
University is attacked by a 
Palestinian in his dormitory,” 
shrilled the article’s lead 
paragraph 
(https://read.dukeupress.edu/tikkun/art
icle-abstract/18/6/33/91098/The-New-
Anti-Semitism?
redirectedFrom=fulltext).

But Finkelstein found that “no 
one at Yale’s Center for Jewish 
Life or the university 
administration had ever heard 
of such an assault.”

Embarrassing, wouldn’t you 
think? But if the author of that 
lie, one Miriam Greenspan, or 
Tikkun, the publisher, learned a 
lesson about inventing “anti-
Jewish violence” where none 
exists, you wouldn’t know it 

from their behavior. Sixteen 
years later, Greenspan was still 
complaining in prominent media
(https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/ca
se-progressive-zionism/) about “the 
PC brand of antisemitic anti-
Zionism that flourishes today, in 
which the ancient animosity 
toward Jews as a ‘race’ has 
been transposed to Israel as a 
nation.”

Meanwhile, Tikkun’s Rabbi 
Michael Lerner was 
pontificating 
(https://www.tikkun.org/anti-semitism-
articles-by-bernie-sanders-and-a-
college-student/) that “a growing 
section of progressives are in 
fact legitimating anti-Semitic 
tropes,” such as the claim that 
Israel is a “central ally of global
imperialism.” Plus ça change, 
plus c’est la même chose.

I myself exposed media 
complicity 
(https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/guard-
my-synagogue-no-thank-you/) in 
another pogrom-that-wasn’t – on
the blog site of the Times of 
Israel, no less. Once again, the 
context was an Israeli massacre 
(https://imeu.org/article/50-days-of-
death-destruction-israels-operation-
protective-edge) – this time in July 
2014, when the assault Israel 
cynically dubbed “Protective 
Edge” had already claimed 150 
of the more than 2,100 Gazan 
lives it would obliterate that 
summer.

Once again, slaughtered 
Palestinians were upstaged in 
the press by hysterical reports 
that a mob of anti-Semites had
attacked a Paris synagogue on 
Bastille Day 

(https://www.timesofisrael.com/clashes
-in-paris-as-thousands-march-against-
israel-offensive/),while helpless 
Jews “cowered” inside 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/07/
world/europe/militant-jewish-group-
confronts-protesters-in-a-tense-
france.html).

In fact, the synagogue was 
never attacked at all 
(http://mondoweiss.net/2014/07/synag
ogue-attributed-semitism/); the 
violence was started by Jewish 
hoodlums who assaulted a 
group of demonstrators 
engaged in a noisy but 
nonviolent protest in the street 
outside. I haven’t seen any 
retractions of the original (false) 
story, though. As far as 
mainstream media are 
concerned, stories alleging 
anti-Semitic attacks don’t 
require proof – they are true 
by definition.

Even when not manufactured out
of whole cloth, the tales of Jew-
hatred are seldom what they 
seem. In the last two weeks, the 
New York press has been agog 
with horrified accounts 
(https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/lo
cal/crime-and-courts/man-arrested-on-
federal-arson-charges-for-fire-set-to-
brooklyn-yeshiva-synagogue/3069808/)
of a man who started a fire 
outside a Brooklyn yeshiva and 
punched a Hasidic man a few 
hours later. As it happens, there 
is surveillance video evidence 
supporting the story.

But the suspect, Ali Alaheri, is 
also accused of burning an 
American flag outside a Catholic
church and knocking over an 
image of Jesus in the week prior 
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to the alleged arson at the 
yeshiva. What is more – 
though this isn’t mentioned in 
any of the articles I’ve read – 
court records show that Alaheri, 
while in prison on other charges 
in 2019, was held on a “suicide 
watch” and was described by a 
judge as having “significant 
mental health issues.”

So, while it’s possible that his 
latest acts reflected anti-
Semitism, they’re more likely 
just the products of a 
disturbed mind. But don’t 
expect to learn that from the 
press.

The editorial bias that makes 
these bogus stories possible 
extends to the media’s uncritical 
reliance on dubious “sources.” 
When New York City’s Mayor 
Bill de Blasio promised 
enhanced police protection for 
“Jewish communities” on May 
23, he was standing alongside 
Rabbi Bernard Freilich, 
according to the Jerusalem Post 
(https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antise
mitism/violence-against-jews-after-
israel-gaza-war-reaches-alarming-
heights-669085), which also 
claimed that America is 
experiencing “the worst anti-
Semitic attacks in decades.”

“Antisemitism has to be stopped 
immediately,” Rabbi Freilich 
piously added. “It’s just out of 
control.”

Freilich ought to know 
something about being “out of 
control.” In 2011, the rabbi 
abruptly “submitted his 
resignation” from a $100,000-a-
year job with the New York 

State Police after he was caught 
misusing a police badge, a 
vehicle placard and a set of 
emergency lights 
(https://www.timesunion.com/local/arti
cle/State-Police-rabbi-abruptly-
resigns-1305023.php). In any other
context, that kind of history 
might impair his credibility – 
but you won’t see it mentioned
when he’s adding weight to an 
Israel-inspired propaganda 
blitz.

Actually, the sheer mendacity of 
the pro-atrocity campaign is 
getting so extreme that, apart 
from shady political fixers like 
Freilich, Jewish media are 
having trouble finding 
mouthpieces unscrupulous 
enough to fabricate the PR. So 
we find the latest issue of Ami 
Magazine relying on a non-
Jewish ex-spook 
(https://www.buzzsprout.com/1284782/
6753964-19-john-loftus-america-s-
nazi-secret) named John Loftus 
for the bizarre claim that 
Associated Press and Al Jazeera 
reporters deliberately “looked 
the other way every single time” 
Hamas fighters in Gaza aimed 
mortar rounds at “Israeli school 
buses full of children” (yes, 
really), thus rendering the 
journalists and their employers 
“complicit” in “war crimes.”

And just who is John Loftus? 
Well, the most notorious point of
his media career occurred when, 
during an interview on Fox 
News, he gave out the address of
a suburban Los Angeles home 
with the false claim 
(http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRI
PTS/0508/27/smn.03.html) that it 
contained a “terrorist,” forcing 

an innocent family of five to 
obtain police protection. (Fox 
called this a “careless error,” but
quickly dropped Loftus as a 
“contributor.”)

Using a guy like that to 
proclaim Jewish innocence by 
manufacturing evidence-free 
conspiracy theories is scraping
the bottom of a pretty filthy 
barrel. But apparently Loftus 
is kosher as long as he’s 
whitewashing the right 
criminals – that is, Jewish 
ones.

The bottom line? Whenever 
Israel is dropping bombs on 
helpless people, and you read 
in the press that “Jews are 
under attack,” or that there is a
world-wide “wave of anti-
Semitic violence,” you can be 
pretty sure you’re being lied 
to.

And not just because the “facts” 
in those stories are generally 
falsified or embellished.

There’s a deeper problem, too.

The message underlying all the 
propaganda never varies: Jewish 
discomfort is somehow the fault 
of Palestinians and their 
supporters – “anti-Semitism” is 
something critics of Israel must 
either “distance themselves 
from” or be tarred with. If Jews 
don’t like the sound of 
Palestinian activism, the activists
need to justify themselves to the 
satisfaction of the Jews. 
Otherwise there is no merit in 
their defense of Palestinian 
rights, leaving Israel the 
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aggrieved party by default.

Yet the truth is exactly the 
reverse of this. Jews have never 
had anything to fear from pro-
Palestinian activism. On the 
contrary: Israel’s propagandists 
(politicians, pundits, 
“journalists” included) are not 
only complicit in Israel’s crimes 
against Palestinians; they are far 
and away the most powerful 
fomenters of anti-Semitism in 
the world today.

For it is the apologists for Israeli
violence, not Palestinians, who 
scream from every media 
platform that Jews, by 
definition, must be criminals: 
that “Jewish identity” entails the 
oppression of non-Jews, the theft
of their land, the confinement of 
whole populations in squalid 
ghettos where they are 
periodically massacred.

It is Israel’s “supporters,” not 
Palestinians, who insist that all 
criticism of Israeli atrocities 
necessarily offends Jews – who 
must, ex hypothesi, be defenders
of mass murder, torture and 
apartheid. It is they, not 
Palestinians, who deny that Jews
with ethical principles can really
be Jews at all. It is they who 
equate Judaism with land theft 
and Jewish identity with ethnic 
supremacism.

Can there possibly be a more 
anti-Semitic teaching than this? 
Anyone who is genuinely 
concerned about anti-Jewish 
bigotry is simply wasting time 
talking about Palestinian 
activists (whose leading figures, 

in any case, have scrupulously 
excluded - 
https://samidoun.net/2021/05/palestine
-solidarity-groups-condemn-anti-
palestinian-hate-and-reject-conflation-
of-palestinian-rights-with-anti-
semitism/ anti-Semitism from the 
movement).

The real target should be the 
pro-Israel crowd that, as I write, 
is aggressively propagandizing 
the world with the claim that the 
word “Jew” and the phrase 
“lawless, bloody occupier of 
other people’s territory” mean 
one and the same thing.

Which brings me to the case of 
Joseph Borgen. In the midst of 
all the media fakery about “anti-
Semitic violence,” Borgen, a 
young Long Island accountant, 
lays claim to being just about the
only Jew who has actually 
experienced a verifiable physical
attack in the last few weeks that 
may have been motivated, in 
part, by his religious affiliation.

But what actually happened?

According to Borgen’s own 
account (reported in fawning 
detail by Ami Magazine), he was
on his way to a pro-Israel 
demonstration in Times Square 
on May 20 – wearing a yarmulke
– when, just “a couple of blocks 
away from the rally,” he was 
suddenly surrounded by “a 
crowd of people” who beat and 
kicked him, and then 
“proceed[ed] to mace and 
pepper spray me” before police 
arrived. He suffered minor 
injuries, was treated at Bellevue 
Hospital, and was released later 
that same night. As least one 

arrest has already been made in 
the case; police are still seeking 
other suspects.

Ami’s headline for the story is 
nothing short of hysterical: 
“ATTACKED by Anti-Semites!” 
(Yes, the capital letters and 
exclamation point all appear in 
the original.)

A bit of historical perspective is 
in order. The day American 
hostages, newly released from 
Iran, reached American soil in 
January 1981, the New York 
Times – the same newspaper that
is convulsed with indignation if 
a Jewish supporter of Israeli 
atrocities gets his hat knocked 
off – editorialized that there 
should be “rage and revulsion” 
in the streets of the US, where 
Iranian students bold enough to 
stage pro-Khomeini 
demonstrations (according to 
Newsweek) had already been 
subject to “violent” treatment 
that included attacks with 
baseball bats 
(https://www.duo.uio.no/bitstream/han
dle/10852/26238/Stoelen.pdf?
sequence=1&isAllowed=y). 
Khomeini, with all his faults, was 
guilty of nothing worse than the 
crimes Israel commits regularly 
against Palestinians – but the Times
considered “rage and revulsion” 
appropriate ways to deal with 
people who rallied in his support.

Woody Allen, always an accurate 
bellwether of orthodox liberal 
opinion, was even more direct in 
his 1979 film Manhattan 
(http://www.script-o-
rama.com/movie_scripts/m/manhattan-
script-transcript-woody-allen.html). 
“Has anybody read that Nazis are 
gonna march in New Jersey,” he 
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asks in one scene. “We should go 
there, get some guys together. Get 
some bricks and baseball bats and 
explain things to ‘em.” A woman – 
one of Allen’s stereotypical, myopic
bluestockings – mentions a 
“devastating satirical piece on that 
in the Times,” to which Allen tartly 
replies, “Well, a satirical piece in 
the Times is one thing, but bricks 
get right to the point.”

For the record, I don’t agree with 
Allen. Violence breeds violence, 
and throwing bricks (at whatever 
target) can only end by elevating 
the sort of people who prefer brick-
throwing to civilization – not the 
elements we want to strengthen. 
But I have never sat in a movie 
audience that didn’t laugh 
appreciatively at Allen’s suggestion
that Nazis deserve a little roughing 
up.

So where does that leave the Jewish
accountant who was so fond of 
racist brutality that he dropped 
everything he was doing on May 20
to publicly demonstrate his support 
for it?

In a 1990 interview 
(https://hummusforthought.com/2014/1
2/27/from-humanity-to-bestiality-an-
encounter-with-yeshayahu-leibowitz/), 
the respected Israeli intellectual 
Yeshayahu Leibowitz – who was 
also a religious Jew – warned that 
Israel was becoming “a Judeo-Nazi
state.” Noting that “the Israeli 
Defense Force, armed to the teeth 
by American weapons, has 
assassinated 150 [Palestinian] 
children in the past two years 
alone,” Leibowitz insisted that the 
word “Nazi” was the only 
appropriate word to describe its 
conduct:

"The minister of Defense [Yitzhak
Rabin] who gave the order to break

the arms and legs of Palestinian
prisoners is a Nazi…And the

president of the High Court [Moshe
Landau], who judged that torturing
prisoners was allowed, is a Nazi.”

I cannot gainsay Leibowitz’s 
reasoning. So let us use plain 
language to describe inescapable 
facts. The Times Square 
demonstration – the purpose of 
which was to flaunt Jewish 
support for crimes against 
humanity – was a Nazi rally. The 
Jews who organized it were 
Nazis. For his eagerness to 
attend, Joseph Borgen, if not 
actually a Nazi, was at least a 
Nazi sympathizer.

And according to the moral 
standards endorsed by the New 
York Times, by Woody Allen, and 
by all of Allen’s liberal admirers, 
Borgen got off rather lightly under 
the circumstances: he was kicked 
and pepper-sprayed, but not 
clobbered with bricks or baseball 
bats.

To repeat: I do not endorse that 
standard. Even Nazis have rights.
I think it is entirely proper for 
Borgen’s assailants to be 
prosecuted.

But anyone who expects me to be 
shocked or outraged because one 
supporter of mass murder got 
slapped around in Times Square is 
barking up the wrong tree. What is 
outrageous is not that someone 
took a swing at Borgen next door 
to a Nazi rally he couldn’t wait to
join. What is outrageous is that 
Jews organized a Nazi rally in the
first place. That so many Jews 
enthusiastically attended it makes
it doubly outrageous.

“The photos and videos are 
horrifying,” Ami Magazine declares
in the same issue that laments the 

attack on Borgen. But the “photos 
and videos” its editors have in mind
aren’t of the carnage inflicted by 
the Holy State on the men, women 
and children of Gaza. They’re of a 
handful of Jews who may have paid
a small price for the Israeli teaching
that Judaism is a violent, racist cult.
For Ami and its fellow 
propagandists, only supporters of 
violence can be victims; the real 
victims – Palestinians – are simply 
nonpersons.

This appalling inversion of moral 
priorities gives the clue to the real
nature of the myth of “anti-
Semitic violence.” The myth is not
just a distortion of facts. It is a 
grotesque revaluation of the most
basic moral tenets; it makes 
“victims” of oppressors and 
converts truth-telling into 
bigotry.

That’s why we should not dignify 
the myth with a moment’s pause 
– let alone respond to it with our 
own condemnations of “anti-
Semitism,” however tempting this
may be to decent people who 
want to stress their freedom from
bigotry. To allow phony “anti-
Semitism” claims to dominate the 
public discourse about Palestine –
especially under the 
circumstances we face now, as 
Israel moves from crime to 
bloody crime – is only to 
encourage the propagandists and 
to betray the Palestinians who 
await with dread the next Israeli 
onslaught.

The right approach is perfectly 
simple.

Denounce the crimes. Resist the 
criminals. Tell the truth. Support 
the victims.

And do not stop. Whatever the 
liars may say.
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